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KAFKA 9' x 16' Portable Grizzly Feeder with 42" x 27' Incline Discharge Conveyor 

 
 5/16" plate 5/16" steel plate construction with tapered chute 3/8' plate on 
 verticals 
 I-beam construction on chassis 
 12" heavy channel frame on load reliever [bolt in] 
 10" heavy channel frame with cross bracing 
 Precision CEMA C5" cans [all 20 degree rubber unequal idlers] 12" spacing 
 Precision CEMA C5" returns 10' on center 
 18" lagged head pulley with 3 15/16" shaft tdt 3 7/16" 
 18" wing tail pulley with 3 7/16" shaft 
 9" telescopic take-up unit 
 Type E roller bearings 
 1045 shaft 
 Dodge TA7315 40 to 1 gearbox 
 25 HP TEFC electric motor #102428 
 3 ply 330 3/16" top belting 
 2' high full length side boards 
 Head & tail guarding – safety yellow 
 Fifth wheel hitch 
 Air brakes DOT tape 
 Brake lights 
 Tandem axle with hutch suspension on chassis 
 Crank leveling legs in front-screw jack type and cribbing supports manual jacks 
 included 
 Primed and painted tan, safety yellow on guards 
 
Included Options 
 Emergency Stop in the Electrical Panel 
 Guarding on sides of conveyor 
 Electric Hour Meter 
 Flexco 42" EZP1 Belt Cleaner, installed 
 25 HP AC Variable Speed Drive, circuit breaker, control transformer, st/st buttons, speed pot, in 

NEMA 3R enclosure on free standing base 
 Heavy-duty grizzly bar section 6" spacings round bar (hockey stick style) radio remote tipping grizzly 

10 HP power unit EX remote, reversible 
 Upper rock guard 1/8" steel plate both sides 
 16' square tubular frame with 1/4" plate steel side ramp headers, flip-up style each 
 Return Nip Guards 
 2" galvanized walkway access with toe kick, 2" tubing uprights, 1-1/2", round pipe on top, angle iron 

midrail, all welded together (per foot) 
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